You will find El Molino Santisteban just outside the village of Guaro and near the beautiful
road (A366) from Málaga to Ronda, so it is very easy to find.
From Málaga Airport
By highway to El Molino Santisteban
From Málaga airport you follow the road signs to Málaga (MA20/MA23) and you stay on
the MA20 (direction Granada/Sevilla/Almeria). At exit 7 follow the road signs for Cártama
Parque Tecnológico (A357). Follow this road until you are on the A357 and also Campillos
is shown on the road signs. Keep following this road and don’t take the exit
Cártama/Coin. Eventually you exit this road at the exit 48 (Coín/Marbella). You are now
on the A355 and follow the signs to Coín. At the sign Coín/Cártama (A-7059) you exit the
A355 and at the roundabout you choose the sign for Coín and follow the directions below
from Coín.
From Coín
Follow the A366 to Ronda, Tolox and Alozaina, which will lead you through Coín. Once
you have left Coín and still driving on the A366, you will see a road sign to the left to
Guaro. Do not take it but continue on the A366 in the direction of Tolox, Alozaina and
Ronda. Between km 51 and 50 on the right hand side of the road you will see the
restaurant Venta Gallardo, here you turn off the road. About 50 meters to the right of the
Venta Gallardo there is a path going down to El Molino Santisteban. Between the Venta
Gallardo and El Molino Santisteban there is plenty of parking space.

By inland road to El Molino Santisteban
From Málaga Airport follow the directions for Cádiz. On the highway take the first exit
Alhaurin/Coín. Go via Churriana, Alhaurin de la Torre and Alhaurin el Grande to Coín.
Then follow the directions below from Coín.
From Coín
Follow the A366 to Ronda, Tolox and Alozaina, which will lead you through Coín. Once
you have left Coín and still driving on the A366, you will see a road sign to the left to
Guaro. Do not take it but continue on the A366 in the direction of Tolox, Alozaina and
Ronda. Between km 51 and 50 on the right hand side of the road you will see the
restaurant Venta Gallardo, here you turn off the road. About 50 meters to the right of the
Venta Gallardo there is a path going down to El Molino Santisteban. Between the Venta
Gallardo and El Molino Santisteban there is plenty of parking space.

From Ronda
Take the A366 to Coín and Málaga. Between km 50 and 51 on the left hand side of the
road you will see the restaurant “Venta Gallardo”, here you turn off the road. About 50
meters to the right of the Venta Gallardo there is a path going down to El Molino
Santisteban. Between the Venta Gallardo and El Molino Santisteban there is plenty of
parking space.

